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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT: This project proposes the model for
II. LITERATURE SURVEY:
detecting and preventing the attack through cookies
log file . This is made by analyzing the dataset of
certain vital parameter
such as identifying
,preventing the attack by using different techniques
they are Greedy algorithm , Denial of Defense
(DOD) algorithm ,PYQT5 algorithm. The dataset
containing the history of attack files, type of
protocols, cookies logs, types of attack, location
classification for privacy leakage via tracking user
cyberspace privacy leakage real potent threat to
user privacy . where the cookie can contain a
“secure” flag ,implying that it can only be
transmitted over an HTTPS link. There is no
corresponding flag to show how a cookies has been
set: attackers who operate as a man in the middle
attack this session will insert cookies to subsequent
of HTTPS connection. This propose model is to
improve the throughput and accuracy even if the
number of malicious nodes is very small.
Keyword: Privacy, cookies, location classification,
protocols

I. INTRODUCTION:
Nowdays man can able to send and
receive any form of data may be an e-mail or an
audio or video just by the click of a button but
transmitted or sent to the other person safely
without any leakage of information. The answer
lies in cyber security. we utilize the network traffic
data collected via a DPI system at the routers
within one of the largest internet operators. only
cookies in the HTTP header traffic which contain
users’ online service IDs during the online login
process are collected and used or other personally
identifiable information is collected. Truth is that
majority of computer systems including business
ones have not any threat about the data DDOS
attack in opposition to the other networks.

In this research area the increasing
popularity and diversity of social media sites . This
problem faces tremendous challenges.1) extracting
features and 2) constructing predictive models from
a variety of perspectives. Propose work they used
key achievements of user identity linkage across
online social networks including state of the art
algorithm.
These shows user in the protection of her
privacy by allowing her to define her privacy
requirements, which user been hidden from the
advertising platforms an be revealed. our proposal
allows fine grained and user tailored privacy
protection.
In this scheme based on the trust or threat
model and processing/ storage capacity at the
server and the client. These results are compared
with the traditional security hash function such as
SHA-1 and MD5. To overcome this bottleneck.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing scheme has very low
throughput even if the number of malicious node is
very small. In this scheme severely affected by
malicious
nodes that drop or modifiy
packets.OLSRv2 is susceptible to various attack
such as worm hole attack, black hole attack,
spoofing , jamming, and so on which is a type of
denial of service attack

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system focus on the
dissertation to come up with better understanding
of network security application and standards. The
main aim to avoid performing membership test by
the attacker, the ids of all storage cell are encrypted
using cell keys, and the hashed and inserted into
BF. Scheme which can achieves much faster
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response time and provide of parallelization on
execution time.

V. MODULES
1.Admin Node Assembler
2.Cyberspace Cookie Log
3.Web Security Provider
4.Protocol Secure Device

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
Fig.No: 2 Confusion matrix

Fig.No: 3 Classification Report

VII.






METHODOLOGY

Networking and Protocols
Security threats and vulnerabilities
Security attacks
Security techniques and tools
Extracting results on the basic of simulation
results

VIII.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this thesis was to explore the
network vulnerabilities and in-depth analysis of
different security attack and security solutions. To
identify the scope of latest technology and its
application on the area of web cookies and it is
time sensitive function.

IX. FUTURE WORK

.Fig,No:1 Prototype used to prevent attack

Expert agree that today’s major
challenges is not the security technology itself but
how to make appropriate procedures and controls
for achieving IT security. Hackers will still remain
in the market and even their number seem to be
growing .Attacking tools will continue to advance ,
as will security solution. It is better to look for the
major vulnerabilities and try to eliminate them
using with existing resource.
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